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Abstract: Transient voltages from (dis)connecting compensation coils near high voltage transformers are studied. Non-invasive
sensors are needed in order to exclude any influence by the measurement equipment on the overvoltage magnitude. This study
describes results from open-air capacitive sensors as part of a differentiating/integrating measurement system. Its bandwidth
(up to 10 MHz) allows to record large detail in the switching events. However, the coupling strengths and the cross-couplings
inherent to the use of air capacitive sensors need to be determined. Calibration based on symmetric phase voltages during
normal operation supplies part of the information. Three methods are compared to supplement this knowledge for establishing
the complete coupling matrix between phase conductors and sensors. One method employs estimates from the system
configuration, in particular, its symmetry. The other techniques extract information from fast transient events within the
responses for both switching on and off. The decoupled waveforms from different methodologies align within their confidence
bounds and predict the maximum overvoltage magnitudes within an accuracy of 5% when employing information from the fast
transients. Based on measurements performed on two compensation coils, both tested three times, larger overvoltages
occurred during energisation compared to de-energisation with maximum amplitude exceeding three per unit.

1 Introduction
Compensation coils connected to the tertiary winding of
transformers in the EHV (extra-high voltage) grid are energised
and de-energised on a daily basis for power factor compensation.
During connecting and disconnecting such coils, transient
overvoltages arise and these levels should not exceed the switching
impulse withstand level. This paper presents measurements taken
on two similar coils.

Requirements imposed by the TSO (transmission system
operator) for allowing measurement on their assets called for a
non-invasive sensor. This means no galvanic contact and each
sensor needed to be situated at a distance from the conductors
comparable or larger than already present grounded structures. Air-
capacitive sensors can satisfy these requirements. In addition, these
sensors hardly load the connection, since the coupling capacitance
can be designed to be of the order of 1 pF [1]. This assures that
measurements do not disturb the transient waveforms as could be
the case when, e.g. employing capacitive dividers instead.
Moreover, the technique has good EMC (electromagnetic
compatibility) characteristics and allows for a large detection
bandwidth [1–3].

Application of large bandwidth voltage measurement on high-
voltage systems using capacitive sensors goes back to the end of
the 1980s, when digitisers with high bandwidth and sampling rate
became readily available. A number of applications can be found in
the literature. In [4] an electric field sensor is based on capacitive
sensors. In [5] a capacitive disk sensor around the conductor is
proposed. Voltage sensing between two conductors with galvanic
contact to one of them is described in [6]. These methods have the
sensors relatively close to (one of) the lines, which impedes their
application. Installation of sensors nearby energised components
requires strict safety procedures. The authors of [7–14] apply
capacitive sensors installed close to the earth. In [7] the sensitivity
with respect to atmospheric conditions and sensor surface pollution
is investigated. Only minor sensitivity changes could be observed,
below 1%.

The literature review provided as part of the dissertation in [15]
indicates that open-air capacitive sensors for high-voltage
applications are mainly used for specific purposes, and are not
applied on a regular basis. This observation is confirmed in [6].
Despite the advantages of easy installation and EMC performance,
the methodology is not ‘plug and play’. The coupling strength of a
sensor depends on its installation and a sensor positioned near one
phase may also receive a contribution from the other phase
conductors. The options to calibrate the sensitivity and to resolve
the cross-coupling depend on the actual measurement situation.
Several methods are addressed in the literature:

• Analytical or numerical analysis of the configuration: This is an
option when the geometry is relatively simple and known in
detail [8]. Applications where overhead lines are modelled as
cylindrical conductors above (perfectly conducting) ground are
given in [9–11].

• Calibration signal injection in individual phase conductors:
Applications for gas-insulated switchgear are presented in [12,
13]. The on-site signal injection will have safety constraints and
its application would, therefore, be time-consuming.

• First signal front: The contact moments of the three phases are
slightly different, allowing to detect the responses of all sensors
upon each energised phase separately [14]. This requires a
sufficiently large detection bandwidth of the measurement
equipment to accurately capture the steep transients.

In the aforementioned applications, it is assumed that after
energisation (or before de-energisation) known voltages are
applied, e.g. symmetric three-phase voltages with equal magnitude
and 120° phase angle differences. Calibration using an assumed
base of symmetric phase voltages provides judgement of transient
overvoltages in terms of per unit values, obtained by relating the
maximum signal to the nominal power frequency amplitude.

Whatever the decoupling method is used, it should be optimised
for the situation at hand. The main objective of this paper is the
analysis and comparison of different options for signal decoupling
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when significant cross-coupling cannot be avoided. The first
contribution of the paper is combining knowledge from different
origins: calibration based upon the steady-state power frequency
together with detailed signal signatures from a (de-)energisation
transient, that can be attributed to the cross-coupling. The second
contribution is the incorporation of the uncertainty analysis method
presented in [2]. The consequences of estimation errors in the
matrix elements providing the coupling strengths between
overhead lines and sensors are translated to the uncertainty in the
overvoltage levels obtained after single-phase waveform
reconstruction. Both contributions aim to promote a wider
application of open-air capacitive measurement by addressing
feasible solutions for calibrating the coupling matrix including an
estimate for the confidence margins. The methodology can be of
particular interest in the following situations:

• Verify expected overvoltage levels when commissioning a new
connection: Dividers are expensive components and installation
should be planned ahead. They may become superfluous after
the absence of dangerous switching overvoltages has been
confirmed.

• Verification of existing dividers: Such devices can be prone to
disturbance, e.g. at connections with cable-to-line transitions [2].
Upon a switching transient large ground, currents arise, causing
signal disturbance via unintended coupling routes [16].

• Upon a system fault: The method can be installed in a short time
to verify whether voltage transients occur in the connection and
may have been involved in an earlier fault.

• No galvanic contact allowed: Galvanic coupled devices exhibit
a load that may modify the overvoltage magnitude itself. Also,

for installation and safety aspects, galvanic connection can be
undesired.

This paper analyses the potential of open-air capacitive sensors
applied to energising and de-energising compensation coils
connected to the tertiary windings at 50 kV level of an EHV
transformer. Section 2 provides a brief description of the technique
with sensor sensitivity, frequency response calibration and
measurement procedure. Three decoupling strategies are presented
in Section 3. They all assume symmetric power frequency voltages,
but employ different ways to complete the information needed to
construct the full coupling matrix between the three-phase voltages
and the three sensors situated near the phases. The uncertainty
analysis developed in [2] is employed in Section 4 to compare the
considered decoupling methods. Section 5 discusses the results and
summarises the conclusions.

2 Measurement methodology
The measurement scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. The sensor has
capacitance CHV to the line. It is connected through a measurement
cable, which is characteristically terminated by Rm = 50 Ω. The
signal over this impedance, U′, represents the time-derivative of the
sensor signal. Each employed sensor consists of two parallel plates,
30 × 30 cm2, 1 cm apart. The capacitance CE between the plates
(with air as dielectric) is 80 pF. This capacitance provides for a
defined impedance to earth. The cut-off frequency, given by 1/
(2πCERm), prevents frequency components exceeding the system
bandwidth to enter the measurement system. The waveform is
restored by means of an analogue integrator. The overall response,
without taking CE into account, directly represents the high-voltage
waveform UHV

u(t) = 1
τint

∫ U′(t)dt where U′(t) = τdif
dUHV(t)

dt (1)

Resulting in

u(t) = τdif
τint

UHV(t) with τdif = RmCHV (2)

The differentiating time constant τdif, assuming a 1 pF capacitive
coupling strength CHV (see Section 2.1) measured over 50 Ω
termination resistance Rm, is 50 ps. The integrator design, taken
from [17] with a time constant τint of 20 μs, is a hybrid passive/
active integrator covering a wide frequency range. For a line-to-
line voltage of 50 kV this results in ∼100 mV signal amplitude
when recording the nominal phase voltage. The method is referred
to as D/I (differentiating/integrating) measurement. Its
characteristics, in particular concerning EMC, are provided in [2, 3,
18].

Fig. 2 depicts the situation at one of the compensation coils. 
Behind the coil shown in Fig. 2a there is a 7 m high building on
top of which the sensors are placed, Fig. 2b. The 50 kV connection
passes over this building and continues in the direction of the
circuit breakers. To ensure safety, the sensor positions were chosen
such that their heights remained below the base of the supporting
insulators (at earth potential). The integrators, placed inside a test
van also housing the recording equipment, are connected through
25 m (RG214) measurement cables.

2.1 Sensitivity

Electrostatic field calculations have been carried out beforehand to
estimate the coupling strengths between sensors and lines
(Coulomb from IES [19]). The method is based on the boundary
element method [20] for which it is sufficient to make a
discretisation of the electrode surfaces only. The results should be
considered as estimates because the configuration shown in Fig. 3
only roughly represents the actual configuration. Precise
construction details of, e.g. the supporting insulators were not
available and also the results are sensitive to the presence of

Fig. 1  D/I measurement topology: the signal at the receiving end of the
measurement cable, characteristically terminated with Rm, represents the
time derivative Ú of phase voltage UHV and the signal u(t) after integration
is the restored waveform; The open-air sensor is shown in the inset with
CHV the capacitance to the high-voltage and CE the capacitance to earth

 

Fig. 2  Compensation coil and connection
(a) Front view of the coil, (b) Sensors underneath the 50 kV lines between circuit
breaker and coil
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grounded structures inside or underneath the roof of the building
(in the simulation parallel grounded bars were placed to investigate
the influence). To prevent numerical errors from sharp edges, all
structures were rounded off, but the sizes were dimensioned to
represent the actual situation. In particular, the square sensor
surfaces were modelled as circular plates, with rounded edges,
having the same surface area.

The simulated configuration in Fig. 3a consists of seven
conductors: three overhead line structures, three sensor plates (top
plate, see Fig. 3b) and ground. The ground structures include the
insulator support, the grounded bars and also the bottom plates of
the sensors. The capacitances between sensors and lines are
obtained by determining the induced charge on each sensor upon a
voltage application on each single line. The estimated capacitance
matrix CHV is

CHV =
1.22 0.36 0.10
0.34 1.11 0.34
0.10 0.36 1.22

pF (3)

The diagonal elements represent the direct coupling to the phases
where the sensors are installed. The cross-couplings in the off-
diagonal elements have significant magnitudes up to about 30% of
the direct coupling strengths. Therefore, signal decoupling is
required to obtain accurate single phase contributions.

2.2 Calibration

The overall frequency response is calibrated by means of an NA
(network analyser) in a laboratory test beforehand. To have
sufficient signal when using about 1 V signal amplitude from the
NA (compared to 40.8 kV amplitude from a line) larger
capacitance values were taken for the differentiating step. The D/I
system responses using 100 pF and 10 nF capacitance values are
shown in Fig. 4, obtained with a measurement cable length of 35 
m. With 100 pF (bottom curves) the transfer is straight (within 3 
dB) up to 10 MHz. In the low-frequency part (below about 100 Hz)
the response is disturbed. During field measurement, the signal
amplitude will be ∼50 dB higher. From the response using a 10 nF
capacitor (top curves in Fig. 3, about 10 dB lower signal compared
to field measurement), it is observed that below 10 Hz the response
slightly deviates from a constant value. Slow signal variation from
such frequencies is detected by post-processing the data using a
digital low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency between 20 and 30 
Hz. The filtered signal, which also includes a DC offset caused by
the active integrator part, is subtracted from the recording, leaving
frequencies as from power frequency unaffected.

2.3 Measurement procedure

The three sensor signals were recorded by means of a 12 bit
digitiser at a sample rate of 50 MHz over a period of 0.2 s (ten
power cycles). A reference signal was recorded with the fourth
channel to be able to align the time bases of different
measurements. To this end, a differential probe simultaneously
measured the waveform of the equipment power supply.
Recordings were bandwidth limited to 20 MHz and signals were
stored with 60 ms pre-trigger delay. Threshold level triggering was
used for energising. For de-energising, recording took place when
the threshold was not reached for 25 ms, i.e. just over one power
cycle. In addition to the switching events, steady-state
measurements were performed.

A measurement when the compensation coil is disconnected
provides the background signal. This signal contains weakly
coupled contributions from other equipment present in the
substation. Fig. 5a (top figure) shows the background signal
obtained for one of the compensation coils recorded over 100
power cycles (sample rate of 500 kHz) together with
aforementioned low-pass filtered response (dotted curves). The
signals are corrected for this integrator offset variation and fitted
with sine waves (dotted) as shown in the middle figure. Sensors 1
to 3 receive a background rms contribution of 2.1, 1.4 and 0.7 mV,
respectively. The magnitudes differ because of the different
distances to the source. The residue between the corrected signal
and fit is shown in the bottom figure having an rms value of about
0.4 mV. The background rms signal for the other compensation coil
remained below 1 mV for all sensors.

Fig. 5b shows the sensor signal with the coil in operation. The
top figure is the recorded voltage together with the background
variation. Below, the power frequency signals after correction are
shown for five power cycles. The earlier estimated 100 mV
amplitude is confirmed. The lower signal from phase 2 (centre) is
due to cross-coupling from the outer phases having a combined
contribution in anti-phase with the contribution from the central
phase. The residual signals have an rms value of about 1.5 mV.

3 Coupling matrix analysis
The major part of the information needed for decoupling as
employed in this paper is extracted from calibration based on the
constant power frequency component in the sensor signals. These
are fitted with sinusoidal functions upf,i(t;φ0), which are related to a
per unit base of symmetric phase voltages via a coupling matrix M:

Fig. 3  Configuration
(a) Simulation model with sensors, overhead lines and grounded parts used for
electrostatic simulation, (b) Double-plated sensor with rounded edges and the
boundary elements on the surface for electrostatic simulation

 

Fig. 4  Frequency response (only amplitude is shown) of the three
measurement channels obtained with 100 pF capacitor up to 30 MHz
(bottom curves) and 10 nF up to 30 kHz (top curves)
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up f , 1(t; φ0)
up f , 2(t; φ0)
up f , 3(t; φ0)

=
M11 M12 M13

M21 M22 M23

M31 M32 M33

cos ω0t + 2
3π

cos(ω0t)

cos ω0t − 2
3π

with

up f , i(t; φ0) = aicos ω0t + φ0 + bisin ω0t + φ0

(4)

There are nine unknowns in M. The digitiser was not synchronised,
meaning that its time base does not have a known relation with the
momentary phase angles of the phase conductors. An additional
parameter, φ0, needs to be introduced to relate the digitiser time
base to t = 0 taken in (4) for the phase voltages [2, 10]. Each row
equation in (4) can determine only two parameters as it relates
sinusoidal functions. Therefore, other sources of information need
to be included to completely determine matrix M.

In the following subsections, three approaches are applied. In
Section 3.1 the missing information is extracted from knowledge
on symmetry in the configuration and from assumptions based on
estimates from electrostatic field simulation. Such an approach
inevitably introduces uncertainty in the analysis. In the previous
research concerning 380 kV terminations in a line-cable-line
connection [1, 2] the method provided accurate results when
comparing them to power system simulation (with PSCAD, [21]).
There, the cross-coupling was relatively small (with a value up to
about 10% with respect to the direct coupling strength). In the
present situation, according to (3), the expected coupling of a
sensor to the next phase is close to 30% and the far end coupling
about 10%. Therefore, also other ways to supplement the
information are investigated. Section 3.2 explores the possibility to
employ information from steep transients, which occur upon the
contact moment of each phase when energising. Information is
contained in the relative responses from all sensors. A similar
approach can be applied to recorded transients upon interruption of
the compensation coil, Section 3.3.

For each of the two tested coils, three energising and three de-
energising events were recorded. The time bases of each recording
can be aligned by comparing the reference signal stored in the
fourth digitiser channel. This allows to combine information from
all recorded events: background signals, steady power frequency
waveforms, energisation and de-energising transients.

3.1 Configuration symmetry

The sensor positioning with respect to the phase conductor shown
in Fig. 3 exhibits reflection symmetry as is also observed from (3)
in terms of several equal capacitance values. However, imprecise
positioning and metal structures in the vicinity may violate perfect
symmetry, which must be accounted for. In [2] the following
matrix is proposed for a similar symmetry:

M =
M1 M4 f 0M4

M6 M2 M6

f 0M5 M5 M3

; M6 = 1
2 M4 + M5 (5)

Independent matrix elements M1, M2, M3 are assigned to the
diagonal elements. In perfect symmetry these elements are equal,
but any deviation from symmetry must be accounted for as they
represent the main couplings. The couplings M4, M5 of the side
sensors to the central phase conductor, though ideally being equal,
are assigned independent values as well. Also, the phase angle φ0
needs to be extracted from (4). With these six parameters, all
available information from the steady power frequency calibration
is exploited. A fundamental limitation of calibration using
symmetric phase voltages is that each element in a row of M can
only be determined up to a common constant. Therefore, additional
information and assumptions must be included. The matrix in (3)
suggests that the far end coupling is about 30% of the neighbour
coupling strength and <10% of the main coupling. Their ratio
appeared to be rather insensitive to precise electrostatic simulation
detail and, as it concerns the weakest coupling in the coupling
matrix, its influence is relatively small. This information can be
exploited: the ratios M13/M12 and M31/M32 in (4) are implemented
by introducing f0 = 0.3 in (5). The main concern arises from the off-

Fig. 5  Recorded sensor signals (top figures) with slowly varying integrator offset (dotted), corrected signal (middle figures) with sinusoidal fit (dotted) and
the residue (bottom figures)
(a) Background signal from remote equipment, (b) Recording with steady power frequency applied to the compensation coil
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diagonal elements in the second row of M. These elements
represent significant cross-coupling and one needs to include
sufficiently large uncertainty margins when their estimates are less
precise. The main advantage of incorporating other ways of
calibration information is to remove this uncertainty. To provide for
an estimate, reflection symmetry is incorporated by having M21
and M23 equal (=M6). As suggested by the capacitance matrix (3)
this value is about equal to M12 (=M4) and M32 (=M5) and therefore
the average value is taken. The solution of (4) using (5) as coupling
matrix is provided in [2].

To account for uncertainty, margins of ±10% are assumed for
having M21 and M23 equal (M6), and for taking them equal to the
average of M4 and M5. An inaccuracy of ±25% is assumed in the
value f0. The confidence bounds in the decoupled waveforms are
calculated based on these margins. Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed
phase voltages for both energisation (Fig. 6a) and de-energisation
(Fig. 6b). The measurements with highest overvoltage are selected
and only the part of the signal around the switching moment is
shown (the insets provide a close-up around the peak voltages).
Upon energisation, an overvoltage exceeding 3 pu arises after
switching. The magnitudes depend on the exact moment of contact
and possibly also on remnant magnetisation left from earlier
switching. During de-energisation a restrike occurs just after t = 
−34 ms in phase 3 at its voltage maximum (current zero). Shortly
after, at t = −30.5 ms, phase 2 interrupts causing an oscillation
(about 8 kHz). The other phases oscillate with lower frequency
(about 2 kHz) as they are still connected to the coil. After their
interruption the oscillations quench within a few milliseconds. The
one standard deviation margins become narrow when the nominal
voltages reach their peak values. This is related to normalising on

per unit values. The wider margins occurring near the voltage zero
crossings express the uncertainty in φ0.

In Fig. 7a details of the signal during energisation are
highlighted, comparing the sensor signals (top figure) to the
decoupled phase voltages (bottom figure). In the original
recording, each time a phase makes contact, not only the sensor
near that phase responds, but also the other sensors. At t = 0 phase
1 is energised, but there is also a voltage step recorded by its
neighbour sensor u2 near phase 2. At t = 0.28 ms phase 2 makes
contact, but also the sensors u1 and u3 at both sides respond. Phase
3 is excited at t = 0.76 ms with also a visible response from the
central sensor u2. In the decoupled waveforms the steps in
neighbouring phases are eliminated to a large extent. This suggests
that information on cross-coupling can be extracted from the
relative sensor responses upon excitation of an individual phase.

The signals upon interrupting a contact show a similar effect,
see Fig. 7b. In the recorded signals cross-coupling is observed in
channel 2 (top figure) when interrupting phase 3, which disappears
in the decoupled results (bottom figure). This is an indication that,
despite the assumptions made in establishing the coupling matrix,
it is capable to remove these artefacts. This process can be reversed
by constructing a coupling matrix such, that aforementioned signs
of cross-coupling vanish.

Upon connecting or disconnecting an inductive load,
oscillations start in which capacitive and inductive energy are
exchanged. At the early stages of these oscillations, within a short
time compared to the oscillation period, signal discontinuities also
near a not yet involved phase occur. The decoupling methodologies
described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 assume that these are mainly
caused by the cross-coupling.

Fig. 6  Transient phase voltages after decoupling from
(a) Energisation, (b) De-energisation of a compensation coil. One standard deviation margins are indicated as dark curves alongside the phase voltages and extrapolated power
frequency waveforms are shown as dash-dotted lines. The insets represent a duration of 3 μs around the maximum overvoltage moments
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3.2 Transients upon energisation

An energisation transient involves the excitation of the three phases
at slightly different time instances and the responses can be
detected by means of high-bandwidth measurements. After several
power cycles symmetric three-phase voltage waveforms are
established. Owing to the non-synchronous contact moments, the
responses of all the sensors upon a transient change Δ in each
phase voltage can be distinguished:

Δu1

Δu2

Δu3

=
M11 M12 M13

M21 M22 M23

M31 M32 M33

ΔU1

ΔU2

ΔU3

(6)

At the instance of energising a single phase Uj, the immediate
responses of a sensor near this phase (uj) and one of the other
sensors (ui≠j) can be compared

Δui = Mi jΔU j

Δuj = M j jΔU j
⇒ Δui

Δuj
= Mi j

M j j
≡ f i j (7)

The ratio of two matrix elements, fij, is equal to the ratio of the
steps in the voltage recordings of the involved sensors. Four ratios
can be defined: the ratios observed from the side sensors upon
excitation of the central phase and from the central sensor upon
excitation of the outer phases. Together with information obtained
from fitting the power frequency components these ratios
completely determine the coupling matrix:

M =
M1 f 12M2 M4

f 21M1 M2 f 23M3

M5 f 32M2 M3

(8)

With known values for the ratios fij, the five remaining matrix
components (M1, …, M5) together with φ0 can be determined from
fitting the power frequency responses with symmetric phase
voltages. The solution of (4) using (8) as coupling matrix is
provided in the Appendix.

A complication is that at the moment of contact a fast
oscillation arises (about 300 kHz) on top of the step response,
which makes it more difficult to precisely determine the step
response magnitude. This oscillation originates from the
inductance of the excited line segment between coil and
transformer and the parasitic capacitances of these devices. This
fast oscillation is digitally filtered and a polynomial fit is applied
over a range of 50 μs left to right of the switching moments. An
example is shown in Fig. 8, where phase 2 is energised (at t = 0.28 
ms in Fig. 7a). Sensors near phases 1 and 3 also respond. The
accuracy by which these response steps can be determined is
estimated to be about 5% (by visual inspection). As the factors fij
are a ratio of two such steps, a margin of √2 × 5% is assigned to
calculate the confidence bounds. Table 1 (left part) summarises the
relevant factors fij in for both tested compensation coils (indicated
with coils A and B). These values are averages of the results from
all switching events per coil. The factors are in line with the

Fig. 7  Measured signal detail (top) and decoupled phase voltages (bottom) near
(a) Contact moments of the phases during energisation, (b) Interruption (of phase 3) followed by a restrike during de-energisation

 

Fig. 8  Sensor responses upon energisation moment of phase 2 (middle
figure) at t = 0.28 ms in Fig. 7a (taken as zero in the subfigures) together
with third-order polynomial fits (dashed curves) before and after the
contact moment

 
Table 1 Ratios of cross-coupling matrix elements with
respect to the main coupling based on energisation and de-
energisation transients
Energisation Ratio De-energisation
Coil A Coil B Coil A Coil B
0.354 0.323 f12 0.313 0.312
0.298 0.321 f21 0.268 0.311
0.327 0.290 f23 0.298 0.286
0.357 0.332 f32 0.347 0.330
0.081 0.060 f13 0.055 0.072
0.063 0.061 f31 0.058 0.062
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capacitance matrix in (3) when taking the corresponding mutual
capacitance ratios. The response from sensors at either side to the
phases furthest away is not used as a source of information for
decoupling, because of the larger uncertainty in these values. The
corresponding ratios f13 and f31 are provided at the bottom of
Table 1.

3.3 Transients upon de-energisation

A similar strategy as with (8) can be applied to de-energising
measurements. Upon de-energisation, the symmetric three-phase
voltages are interrupted, also with time delays in between.
Responses upon disconnection of the first phase, not only a final
interruption but also an interruption followed by a restrike, provide
useful information. The idea is that if one phase interrupts, it
happens at a current-zero crossing of that phase. At that specific
moment, the disconnected phase does not magnetically couple with
other phases. Therefore, any sudden change recorded with the
sensors near the other phases can be ascribed to signal cross-
coupling. This is only true just around the interruption moment.
For the analysis duration of 10 μs before and after the switching
event is selected. Fig. 7b shows such event when phase 3 interrupts
(at t = −39.89 ms, followed by a restrike almost 40 μs later).

During the short time around the interruption moment
(compared to the period of the excited oscillation of about 2 kHz)
the other phase voltages proceed without a sudden change in their
time derivatives. Only the interrupted phase voltage is immediately
affected. However, from all sensors, an immediate response is
observed. This cross-coupling can be removed by subtracting a
factor ‘x’ times the response from the sensor near the excited phase
uj from the other sensor signals ui, with i≠j

yi j ≡ ui − xuj = ∑
k = 1

3
Mik − xM jk Uk (9)

Taking the value for x removing the cross-coupling, the time
derivative of this difference, yij, should be continuous for i≠j at the
interruption moment

dyi j
dt a

= dyi j
dt b

with dUi ≠ j
dt a

= dUi ≠ j
dt b

(10)

where the indices a and b refer to the moments just after and before
interruption, respectively. With (9) this results in

Mi j − xM j j
dU j
dt a

= Mi j − xM j j
dU j
dt b

(11)

As the slope of Uj does change upon interruption, x directly
represents the ratio fij = Mij/Mjj. For the implementation, as the
considered timespan of ±10 μs is relatively short, linear fits are
made on yij(t) Then x is optimised such that the deviation from a
straight line is minimised (in the sense of least squares). An
example is given in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 9a shows the sensor signals as these are measured. The
signals do not closely fit a line. Fig. 9b depicts yij in (9) after
optimising x, which gives in good approximation a linear
behaviour. In Table 1 (right part) the ratios fij obtained from this
method are summarised. Their values are in line with the results
obtained in Section 3.2 considering the earlier estimated
uncertainty margins for fij. The factors are also in line with
expectations from the capacitance matrix in (1) when evaluating
the corresponding capacitance ratios.

4 Results
The three decoupling methods are compared and shown together
with the sensor signal for de-energisation in Fig. 10. Generally, the
results are similar and differences can only be observed in small
details. One such detail to judge potential improvements is the
oscillation just after the interruption of a phase during de-
energisation measurement. The oscillation of the interrupted phase
is faster than those still connected to the coil, which interrupts after

Fig. 9  Sensor responses upon the de-energisation moment of phase 2 at t 
= −30.5 ms in Fig. 6b (taken as zero in the subfigures); Left: the measured
sensor responses, right: the corrected responses of sensors u1 and u3 after
correction for cross-coupling from sensor u2 with linear fits (dashed lines)

 

Fig. 10  Phase voltages between interruption of phase 2 and interruption
of the other phases
(a) The sensor signals, waveforms after decoupling based on (b) Symmetry, (c)
Energisation, (d) De-energisation. The arrows indicate instances where the cross-
coupled oscillation from phases 1 and 3 start dominating the (faster) oscillation in the
signal representing the interrupted phase 2
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reaching their maximum voltages (zero current). The sensor
response from the interrupted phase (channel 2) in Fig. 10a, almost
immediately after the interruption, oscillates with the same
frequency as the others. As it is no longer connected to the coil, it
should remain oscillating at a higher frequency. All investigated
decoupling options manage to remove this artefact to a large
extent. For the first method shown in Fig. 10b, only after 1 ms the
slower oscillation in phase 2 becomes dominant as the faster one
has almost quenched. For the other two options, shown in Figs. 10c
and d, the fast oscillation remains dominant for a longer period (1.5
and 2 ms, respectively). Having two oscillation frequencies in the
interrupted phase is a sign of remaining cross-coupling still being
present. This observation could also have been exploited to extract
information on cross-coupling.

For insulation co-ordination purposes the maximum
overvoltage occurring when switching is a key parameter. In
Table 2 an overview of all results is given, including the standard
deviations, obtained for the three decoupling methods and for the
two compensation coils being tested. The overall conclusion is that
all methods provide similar values for the maximum overvoltage.
The confidence margins for the method relying on assumed values
from symmetry supported by field simulations are typically a factor
two larger, due to the uncertainties in these assumptions. The
results employing information from energising and de-energising
transients are close. Note, that the accuracies for the de-
energisation events seem rather small. This is related to the fact
that interruption occurs at peak voltages (upon restrike), which is
normalised as one per unit. Any (small) deviation can therefore be
judged accurately, which is reflected by the small error margins
obtained from the error propagation analysis.

The number of switching events is too limited for definite
conclusions on their statistical distribution. Largest overvoltage
seems to occur during energisation with values exceeding 3 per
unit. With interruption, the largest overvoltages occurred upon a
restrike, but were below 2 per unit in all registered cases.

5 Conclusion
The results on overvoltages from connecting and disconnecting a
compensation coil to the tertiary winding of a transformer are
presented. A differentiating/integrating methodology with open-air
capacitors is employed, because of its good EMC performance, its
easy installation and because the sensors do not load the system
under observation. The method provides large bandwidth, up to 10 
MHz, allowing to observe fast transient events within the
waveforms. Such bandwidth is a prerequisite to capture steep
transient voltages from energisation and de-energisation of the
compensation coils.

The specific objective was to investigate and compare
alternatives for accurately calibrating all capacitive interactions
between overhead lines and sensor. In particular, it is investigated
whether responses upon a switching transient leaves signatures in
the waveform from which calibration information can be extracted.
It is shown, that analysis of these transients can be employed for
establishing the complete coupling matrix providing improved
accuracy, within 5% error margin for the maximum overvoltage
values. Such margin, compared to the accuracy obtainable by, e.g.
capacitive dividers, may not be considered outstanding. Also, the
proposed methods rely on the difference in timescales between the

response steps from cross-coupling and from the ‘LC’ oscillations
excited by switching. However, with dividers as voltage sensors,
also error margins should be incorporated when their presence
affects system resonances or when their operation in an EMC harsh
environment is sensitive to signal disturbance.

Despite about a factor two lower accuracy compared to the
methods employing responses upon steep transients, the analysis
based on estimated information based on system topology remains
of interest. Information from transients can only be extracted after
tedious data analysis. A TSO requesting for measurement on their
assets is usually interested to have first results immediately
afterwards. A coupling matrix structure with pre-assumptions can
be established in advance, allowing for a first on-site analysis of
the data. Moreover, steep transients may not always be clearly
observable, since they disperse when they would have to travel
over a long distance before detection.

Regarding the overvoltage results in themselves, most concern
with switching inductive loads are usually associated with their
disconnection rather than connection. The particular configuration
with compensation coils switched to the tertiary winding of an
EHV transformer, indicates high overvoltage levels particularly
during energisation.
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7 Appendix
 
The coupling matrix in (4) acting on symmetric phase voltages can
be solved using the formulation given in (8). Uncertainty analysis
according to [2] can be included:

M =
M1 f 12M2 M4

f 21M1 M2 f 23M3

M5 f 32M2 M3

±

Δ1 Δ1 Δ1

Δ2 − 1
2Δ0 Δ2 Δ2 + 1

2Δ0

Δ3 Δ3 Δ3

(12)

The uncertainties Δ1 to Δ3 do not need to be included for solving
(4) as they are multiplied with the sum of the phase voltages, being
zero. Their stochastic distributions do not affect the solution, only
Δ0 does and its distribution is taken into account

M2 =
− 1

2 f 21 x1 + y1 + 1
2 f 23 x3 − y3 + y2

1 − 1
2 f 21 f 12 + f 23 f 32

M1 = f 12M2 − x1 − y1 ; M4 = M1 + 2x1

M3 = f 32M2 + x3 − y3 ; M5 = M3 − 2x3

2x2 + f 21M1 − f 23M3 − Δ0 = 0

with
xi = 1

3 3 −aisin φ0 + bicos φ0

yi = aicos φ0 + bisin φ0

(13)

The parameters ai and bi are obtained from fitting sinusoidal
functions to the recordings when the nominal power frequency is
applied to the compensation coils. The equations are solved
numerically in φ0 and subsequently all matrix components Mi can
be calculated. Normal distributions are taken for the Δ's with their
standard deviations based on the estimates in assumptions and/or
ratios fij.
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